Pinball FX2 VR Now Available for Windows Mixed Reality

The Definitive VR Pinball Experience Brings 8 Tables to Microsoft’s Innovative New Platform!

San Francisco, CA – November 21, 2017 – Zen Studios, the creators of critically acclaimed digital VR games like CastleStorm VR, has revealed that Pinball FX2 VR, their hit virtual reality pinball experience, is now available for Windows Mixed Reality. The original base pack as well as season one’s downloadable content are available now on the Windows 10 Store, providing a great selection of table themes to experience in immersive mixed reality.

Already a smash hit across multiple platforms, Pinball FX2 VR is the premiere way to experience pinball in virtual reality. Pinball FX2 VR on Window MR replicates the atmosphere of real-life pinball machines in a mix of physical and virtual play spaces, while presenting gameplay features and effects that you simply cannot recreate on a physical machine. It’s the perfect blend of realities to elevate your pinball experience to new exhilarating heights! Additionally, the game’s rich scoreboards track your Pro Score, Team Score, table stats and more to let you compete against players from all over the world!

Pinball FX2 VR on Window Mixed Reality is an exciting new way for people to play pinball, moving beyond the silver ball to a mesmerizing and immersive mixed-reality experience. Animated toys spring to life on stunningly active table environments with spectacular depth. The game includes Secrets of the Deep, Epic Quest and Mars, and Pinball FX2 Season 1 downloadable content is also available, adding CastleStorm, Wild West Rampage, Paranormal, BioLab, and Earth Defense.

Pinball FX2 VR is available now on Windows MR for $14.99. Pinball FX2 VR Season 1 Pack DLC is also available for purchase for $24.99. For more information please visit blog.zenstudios.com.

About Zen Studios

Zen Studios is a leading global producer and publisher of interactive entertainment software for all major digital game platforms, and is recognized as one of the premiere independent gaming studios in the world. Zen is an internationally renowned publisher headquartered in Budapest, Hungary with offices in the United States.

Zen Studios has worked with some of the largest brands in the world of entertainment, including Marvel Entertainment, South Park, and LucasArts, as well as revered gaming properties like Valve’s Portal and TellTale Games’ The Walking Dead. Zen Studios’ CastleStorm franchise has also won the developer critical acclaim and commercial success, including the coveted Editor’s Choice awards from both the Apple App Store and Google Play.

Please visit blog.zenstudios.com for more information on Zen Studios’ robust library of titles.
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